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VOLUME 1 6 NUMBER 2 AP MY JE 19~~ 
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY CARL f\RVIN, EDITrm 
MUHLENBERG COUNTY GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY 
C/ 0 HARBIN MEMORIAL LIBRARY, 117 SOUTH MAIN STRE ET 
GREENVILLE, KENTUCKY 4 2345 - 159 7 
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THE FOLLOWING EXERPT IS FROM "A NEW HISTORY OF MUHLENBERG COUNTY" 
PAGE 113, BY: PAUL CAMPLIN AND PRESENTED HERE WIT!l PERMISSION OF 
THE AUTHOR. A HARDBOUND COPY OF TIIE BOOK IS AVAILABLE FROM THE 
AUTHOR FOR S28.90 (PRICE INCLUDES SIH>. WRITE TO: PAUL. CAMPLIN, 
P. O. BOX 303, GREENVILLE KY 42345. 
IT WAS LOCATED IN TIIE RIGHT PLACE WlTII l\ RIVER ON ONE SIDE, A 
RA lLROAD DOWN THE CENTER AND SURROUNDE[J BY l\ WELL l MPROVFD FERTll~F 
REGION OF FARMING COUNTRY. 
THE TOWN WAS DESTINED TU BECOME l\ CENTER OF ('.l_lMMFRCr: AND IT c,rr1 
f\N[l WI'\:_, FUR 40 ODD YEAR'.3. rm: BF'.:TNN1N(~ ''F f'fC !T•·1 rNF W/\~-C: f'PflP/\nl.Y 
FOR WANT OF A GOOD COLLEGE BUSINESS MANAGER. 
ACCORDING TO OLD ACCOUNTS, THE VILLAGE 1)1: 5tJllTI! •_'.l\RfWL!.Tl)N WAS 
BEt; UN IN 1B38 AND L l KE MOST SETTLEMENTS OF TIIE T 1 Ml·. l T l~REW VERY 
SLOWLY. IT 1S LUCl\TED UN fl llllJi! PLATEAU (lN THE UT r Bi\NI( I.ff Tl!F 
GREEN Rl\/ER /\ND /\BOUT EQU1 DJST/\NT ON THE OLD S'1Tt,MI\D/\T RUITTE 
BETWEEN BOWLING GREEN /\ND EVANSVILLE. 
THC TOWN WAS INCORPORATED ON FEirnU.I\RY ,'.c), jg,1·~, t\l·TEH ll/\VIN1; P,Ff•U 
LA JD OIJT BY JOHN FENTHES~3 UN WH/\T WA5 KNOWN I\:: Tll L "OU1 fU\NL'fJU'll 
F/\HM." THE '.:HTE 11/\D FOHMEli:L.Y BEEN A Tl\NY/\IW Ftrn MANY YE/\H::-3. 
UN NUVEMBER 1·1. l,'348, fl F'0:3T OFFICE HAD BEEN f\UTfl1HU7EC• FUF ~";Ulli!, 
1:MHWLLTON, WITH .JOIIN V. FENTRESS l\S POSTM/\'.3TER. 
TWELVE STHEETS WFI~E N/\MEJ1 llN TiiE UH IG l.N/\1. IL.I\ f l\Nl1 Tl!F Fl\STEFN 
13UfWER WA:', TIIE GREEN IH VEH. 
FROM ITS LOCATION ON Tl!E l<lVEI~, THE VIL.LACE SOUN BECAME t\ 
SHIPPING POINT FOR INCOMINC AND OUTGOING PRODUCE AND MINERALS. TH: 
PORT SERVED f\ LARGE RADIUS DUE TO THE GOOD MARKET Ff\CILITlES /\ND 
E/\SY l\PPRO/\CH TO THE RIVER.. SOME I" IC IRON FROM TIIF DlJ•.~liNER /\ND 
CHURCI{ILL FURNACES WERE SHIPPEU FROM THERE IN THE UEGINNING, BUr 
THAT WAS SOON /\Bl\NDONED DUF TO THE ENORMOUS EXPEN:3E Dr- 11/\IJL ING i)'-'l.:f, 
THE POOR IWADS OF TIIAT TI ME. 
THE WHITEHALL /\ND LOVELI\CE TAVERNS WERE THE f ll~ST /\NI• :c:;i~r;Ot~l! 
HOTELS IN SOUTH r__;ARROLLTON AND IN THE£~E D/\Y WERE /\MONG THE BL::~"":T 
KNOWN PLACES IN THE COUNTY, 
ON MAY 12, 1851, JOHN E. RENO WAS ELECTED AS POSTMASTEf~ AND TWrJ 
YEARS LATER, ON JANUARY 27, 1853, JACOB L. SHORT TOOK OVER THAT 
OFFICE. HE WAS FOLLOWED ON MARCH 25, 1854, BY ROBERT W. BODINE. 
Nl\THAN IEL ROWLAND WAS THE NEXT POSTMASTER BEG INN I NG JULY 23, 113'':,~,. 
ONE YEAR LATER, ON JULY 22, 1856, JAMES W. SULLIVAN BECAME TIIE 
SIXTH POSTMASTER OF THE VILLAGE. 
GENERAL VON STEUBEN, THE DISTINGUISHED PRUSSIAN GENERAL.. 
LOCATED HIS VIRGINIA MlLITl\RY WARRENTS--GRANTED HIM FOR IIIS SEHVICE5 
IN THE REVOLUTION, IN THE SOUTH CARROLLTON VICINITY. IIOWEVER, IT 
WAS ALL LOST CSOME 4,000 OR MORE ACRES OF HIS ESTI\TE>, UNDER Tl!E 
OCCUPYING CLAIMANT LIMITATIONS LAW. 
SOUTH CARROLL TON WAS ALSO THE SCENE OF SOME EXCITEMENT DUR I Nf; THE 
CIVIL WAR. ON JANUARY 16, 1862, GEN. THOMAS R. CRITTENDEN. IN 
COMMAND OF FEDERAL FORCES, MOVED HIS DIVISION THERE, WHE!ff IT 
REMAINED UNTIL JANUARY 29, 11362. HIS HEADQUARTERS WERE AT TIIE 
LOVELACE Ti\VERN. 
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.... ON TWO HILLS, SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST OF SOUTH CARROLLTON, 
CRITTENDEN THREW UP BREASTWORKS, THE REMAINS OF WHICII CAN STILL BE 
SEEN. IN A NUMBER OF PLACES AT THE FOOT OF THE HILLS AND IN THE 
VALLEY BETWEEN THEM HE FELLED WIDE ROWS OF TREES, CONSTRUCTING A 
BARRIER IN DEFENSE OF HIS POSITION. WHAT W/\S LATER THE RESIDENCE OF 
JOHN L. TAYLOR, WAS USED AS A HOSPITAL BY THE 11 TH KENTUCKY 
INFANTRY, WHOSE CAMP WAS LOCATED NEARBY. 
ALSO IN JANUARY OF THAT SAME YEAR, A UNIT OF GENERAL GRANT'S 
COMMAND, THE 11TH AND 26TH KENTUCKY INFANTRY, THIRD CALVARY, TIIE 
42ND AND 43RD INDIANA INFANTRY AND BEHO'S ARTILLERY, MAKING A 
TOTAL OF A LITTLE LESS THAN 5,000 SOLDIERS THAT WERE STATIONED 
THERE. 
ON JUNE 8, 1861, JOHN CLARK TOOK THE JOB AS POSTMASTER AND THEN 
THE JOB WENT TO THOMAS BRUCE ON MARCH 12, 1864. AFTER THE WAH, 
ANDREW G. FERGUSON BECAME POSTMASTER ON AUGUST 22, 18GG. 
,JESSE S. HILL BECAME SOUTH CARROLL TON'S TENTH POSTMASTER ON 
OCTOBEH 25, 18G9. 
DUR ING THIS PERIOD. A FI NE SCHOOL HAD l.H:EN EHE(:TE[i l N SDUTII 
CARROLLTON. IT WAS CALLED SOUTH CARROLLTON MALE ANU FEMALE ACADEMY. 
ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN EDUCATORS IN WESTERN KENTUCICY, PROFESSOR 
WAYLAND ALEXANDER, W/\S IN CHARGE OF THIS SCHOOL. LATER, IN 1886, 
THE INSTITUTE BECAME THE WEST KENTUCKY CLASSICAL AND NORMAL COLLEGE 
BY ACT OF THE LEGISLATURE. THE INSTITUTION BROUGHT SO Mft.NY YOUNG 
MEN AND WOMEN TO SOUTH CARROLLTON THAT SOME EXPECTED IT TO BECOME A 
SEAT OF LEARNING FOR THE REG ION. I TS COURSE OF STU DJ ES W/\~3 OF HJ GIi 
ORDER AND GRADUATES WERE GIVEN LICENSE TO TEACH IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN 
KENTUCKY WITHOUT PASSING AN EXAMINATION BEFORE TIIE STATE BOARD. 
MANY UNLIMITED SCHOLARSHIPS WERE SOLD AT THE RATE DF S30n EACI!, U)ClD 
FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD AND WERE TRANSFERABLE. 
THE STUDENTS WHO ATTENDED TIIIS SCHOOL DURING I'fzj EARLY PHASES 
RECIEVED THE BENEFITS OF ALL THE CAPITAL DERIVED FROM THE PAID UP 
SCHOLARSHIP BUT IN THE COURSE OF A FEW YEARS ALL THE MONEY TAKEN IN 
FROM THE SALE OF THESE SCHOLARSHIPS THAT HAD BEEN SOLD BECAME THE 
SOURCE OF OBLIGATIONS INVOLVING EXPENSES WHICH THE INTITUTION HAO 
MADE NO PROVISIONS TO MEET. FINANCIAL AID WAS OCCASIONALLY GIVEN TO 
THE SCHOOL BUT INCREI\SING COMPETITION RESULTED IN TIIE CLOSING OF TIIE 
COLLEGE. 
ON SEPTEMBER 2, 1873, JOHN T. GOSSETT BECAME THE POSTMASTEH. 
AT ABOUT THAT TIME TIIE L&N RAILROAD LAID ITS TRACKS THROUGH ::')UIJTll 
CARROLLTON. THE LINE THEN EXTENDED FROM OWENSBORO TO CENTRAL CITY 
AND IN ANOTHER TEN YEARS WOULD GO BEYOND CENTRAL CITY, TO 
RUSSELLVILLE, WHICH WAS THE ORIGINAL PLAN. 
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES WERE IMPROVED AND SEVERAL NEW 
ENTERPRISES WERE UNDERTAKEN, SOME OF THEM LASTING UNTIL THE CLOSE OF 
THE CENTURY. 
A ROCK OUARRY WAS OPENED AND OPERATED BY JOHN OHMAN, WIIICH AT 
ONE TIME EMPLOYED 100 MEN. TIIE ROCK WAS CUT AND SHIPPED BY BOAT AND 
RAIL TO OWENSBORO, NASHVILLE, MEMPHIS, KNOXVILLE AND OTHER CITIES 
FOR BUILDING PURPOSES. THE OLD DEPOT AT OWENSBORO WAS BUILT WITH 
STONE BLOCKS CUT AT THIS OUARRY. SOME OF THE STONE CUTTERS EMPOLYED 
WERE PAID AS HIGH AS $8 A DAY. 
THE TOWN HAD A DISTILLERY OPERATED BY TOM BAKER IN 18BH, WHICH 
BURNED AND WAS NEVER REBUILT. SEVERAL COOPERAGES-MAKING BARREL 
STAVES WERE LOCATED IN SOUTH CARROLLTON AT THAT TIME. 
A LARGE FLOUR MILL WAS BUILT BY THE HUMPHREY BROTHERS /\ND LATEH 
SOLD TO THE WOOLCOTT BROTHERS, WHO OPERATED IT FOR /\BOUT ··HJ YEARS 
BFF11RE '.3F! .f. T NG TT Tf1 .J. R. Rlii-.f7RS. 
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ON FEBRUARY 10, 1875, JAMES T. LAWTON BECAME POSTMASTER AND ON 
APRIL 8, 1881, CLYDE A. LAWTON TOOK OVER AS POSTMASTER BUT HE WAS 
TO REMAIN ONLY ONE MONTH, UNTIL MAY 9, 1881, WHEN BENJAMIN S. 
HEWLETT BECAME THE FOURTEENTH POSTMASTER OF SOUTH CARROLLTON. 
THEN ON FEBRUARY 20, 1882, CLYDE A. LAWTON AGAIN TOOK OVER THE 
JOB AS POSTMASTER. LAWTON STAYED ON UNTIL 1885, WHEN JAMES O. 
EVERLY GOT THE JOB ON DECEMBER 4, OF THAT YEAR. 
ON MARCH 27, 1889, ELIZABETH E. MCINTIRE BECAME TIIE VILLAGE'S 
FIRST WOMAN POSTMASTER. TIIEN JOHN L. TAYLOR BECAME POSTMASTER ON 
APRIL 20, 1893. 
THE TOWN NOW HAD A POPULATION OF 600 AND WAS A CONSIDERABLE TRADE 
CENTER. THERE WERE FOUR GENERAL STORES, TWO DRUG STORES, FOUR 
GROCERY STORES, TWO MILLINERY STORES, TWO MARBLE SHOPS, TWO LIVERY 
STABLES AND TWO BLACKSMITH AND WOOD WORKING SHOPS IN THE TOWN. IN 
ADDITION THERE WERE Twn GOOD HOTELS AND A LARGE FLOUR MILL. 
THERE WERE TWO PHY:;Jc IAN::';, DOCTOR:':, J. I<. 13/\l<Nl:::-.c; /\ND JOHN N. 
MOORMAN. 
BY 1890 THERE WAS lX,ELLENT TRANSPORTATION BY RAIL AND WATER. 
TWO TRAINS PASSED THRot:GH DAJLY, ONE HEADED FOi< HUSSELLVILLE /\ND Tl!F 
UTHER GUIN1; TO OWENSBOIW. 
A TRAGEDY OCCURED lN TIIE SOUTH CARROLLTON VICJNITY ON JUNE 5, 
18'J2, WHEN TWO PASSENGER THl\JN:S COLLIDED l)NE MILE NORTH UF TOWN. 
THE LINF HAD BEEN IN SERVICE Fem 21 YEARS /\T THE T 1 ME i\Nr• !ll\D .'\ 
PERFECT SAFETY RECORD. 
IT W/\::; DISCOVERED AFTER THE WRECK, THAT IT WAS C'./\USED BY fl 
MISTAKE. THE ENGINEER OF THE SOUT!IBOUND TRAIN CARRYING SOME 180 
EXCURSION PASSENGERS TO BOWLING GREEN, MISREAD HIS TIMETABLE. 
fl. REGULAR PASSENCER TRAIN WAS HEADED NORTH FHOM RU~3SELLVILLE TU 
l)WENSBORO. JUST OUT OF SOUTH CARHOLL TON, ENG I NEER J /\CK WELSH ~"',AW 
AN UNUSUAL SMOKE TRAIL COMING DOWN THE TRACKS FROM THE NORTH. 
WELSII SLOWED HIS THAIN TO A STOP AS THE EXCURSION C/\ME OUT Ol t1 
CUT fl.ND AROUND A CURVE. WELSH AND FIREMAN W. B. RAMSEY JUMPEQ 
FOR THEIR LIVES /\ND THE OTIIER THAIN SMASHED INTO THEIR'S AT /\LH0~·1 
FULL SPEED. 
BOTH ENGINES WERE HURLED FROM THE TRACKS DOWN A 12-FOOT 
EMBANKMENT. HUGH BARCL/\ Y, FI REM AN OF THE EXCURSION TRAIN W/\S TIil: 
ONLY CREWMAN TO STAY WITH HIS TRAIN. HE WAS KILLED. ALTOGETHER 
THERE WERE FIVE KILLED AND 25 SERIOUSLY INJURED IN THE WRECK. 
ON MAY 2G, 1897, CLAYTON S. CURD BECAME THE POSTMASTER AND THEN 
ON OCTOBER 26, 1903, HOWARD H. LAWTON TOOK OVER THE POSTMASTERS 
JOB. 
PROBABLY THE FIRST MINE EXPLOSION IN MUliLENBERG COUNTY OCCURED ON 
FEBRARY 10, 1908, AT THE MOODY MINE IN SOUTH CARROLLTON. NINE 
MINERS WERE KILLED THAT DAY. IT WAS/\ LOCAL TRAGEDY LONG REMEMBEl<ED 
IN THE TOWN.' 
ON JULY 5, 1913, LIGE L. LAWTON WAS APPOINTED POSTMASTER AND 
THE FOLLOWING APRIL 2, 1914, INDIA K. WHITMER TOOK THE OFFICE. 
SHE WAS TO REMAIN ON THE JOB FOR 31 UNTIL FEBRUARY 22, 1'345, WHEN 
HENRY C. WHEELDON WAS APPOINTED POSTMASTER, UPON HER RETIREMENT. 
SHE HAD CHANGED HER NAME WHILE SERVING ON THE JOB THROUGII MARRIAGE, 
TO INDIA K. WOLCOT. 
• 
JO M. FERGUSON, A NATIVE OF SOUTH CARROLLTON AND A SON OF DR. A 
JO FERGUSON WAS ELECTED KENTUCKY ATTORNEY GENERAL AND SERVED FROM • 
1955 -- 1959. 
ON JANUARY 12, 1961, ERMA S. WHEELDON BECAME POSTMASTER AND 
THEN ON AUGUST 5, 1964, 11/\RRY C. WHEELDON, JR., TOOK OVER AS 
POSTMASTER A JOB HE STILL HOLDS. HE IS THE TWENTY SIXT!l POSTMASTEH 
Tn ''.FrHlF -~l)IJTll 1'/\frn1)U.T1HJ IN lT•C-: 1:35 YE/\R l(I~~TORY. 
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IN TIMES PAST THE TOWN WAS A MAJOR RIVER PORT ON THE GREEN. IT 
SERVED AS A PORT OF ENTRY AND WAS A RAILHEAD AS WELL AS A VAST AREA. 
DURING THE EARLIER RIVER BOAT DAYS, ALMOST EVERYTHING TIIAT CAME IN 
TO MUHLENBERG COUNTY, CAME THROUGH SOUTH CARROLLTON. IT WAS A PRIME 
RIVER BOAT STOP FOR BOTII FREIGHT AND PASSENGERS DURING THE 
GENERATIONS OF PACKET BOATS BETWEEN EVANSVILLE AND BOWLING GREEN. 
IN FACT, IT WAS THE SCENE OF THE SINKING OF THE OLD PACKET 'BOWLING 
GREEN' IN 1920, A BELOVED CRAFT THAT HAD PLIED THE RIVER SINCE 1904. 
MRS. AGNES HARRALSON SAW IT ON THE MAIDEN VOYAGE AND AS IT SANK 
ON ITS LAST JOURNEY AT SOUTII CARROLLTON. 
TODAY, SOUTH CARROLLTON IS A BEDROOM COMMUNITY FOR TIIOSE WIIO WORK 
OTHER PLACES. ITS POPULATION HAS DWINDLED TO ABOUT 200 SOULS. IN 
ITS HEYDAY IN THE EARLIER PART OF THE CENTURY, I'r BOASTED AN 
ESTIMATED. 1,000 POPULATION. 
SOME OF THE FAMILY NAMES OF THOSE WHO HAVE LIVED lN SOUTH 
CARROLLTON DURING THE PAST GENERATIONS HAVE INCLUDED: ARNOLD. 
ALLEN, '3A I ZE, BARNES, BROWN, BROm , BULLOCK, CUNH/\D, CUMMINGS, 
DOWNS, DRAKE, DEVINE, DUNLAP, DAVIS, DUVAL, EADES, ELLIS, EPLEY, 
FURGUSON, GUNTERMAN, GlSH, GREGORY, HEADY, HUNTER, HARRISON, HOBNEY. 
JARVIS, MCCLURE, MCDONALD, MORRIS. NEAL, NELSON, NANNY, NOFFSINGER, 
PETERSON, £<AGER, RENGROW, HUARK, REIS, SLINKER, SHREWSBERRY, SMITII, 
STEVENS, TAYLOR, THOMPSON, UNDERWOOD, VINCENT, WllEELDON. WILCOX /\ND 
WOOD. 
IT WA::-, NAMED SOUTI! CARHOLLTON TO DlSTINGLIISI! JT FIWM (.'MHWLLTON, 
THE COUNTY SEAT OF CAHIWLL CUUNTY, LOCATED NORT!IWE3T UF l.l)Ul3VlU.i: 
IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY . 
.. ,.OUR l':f34 EXCHANGE LISTot"""'"OUR l~l')4 EXCHANGE LIST•" 
HE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE EXCHANGE QUARTERLIES AND NEWSLETTERS wr: 
RECIEVE AND HAVE AVAILABLE AT THE HARBIN MEMORIAL LIBRARY IN 
GREENVILLE, KY AND THE CENTRAL CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY IN CENTRAL 
CITY, KY FOR YOU TO USE IN YOUR RESEARCH. THESE EXCHANGES ARE I\N 
INVALUABLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION FOR OUR MEMBERS AND PATRONS OF Tl!E 
MUHLENBERG COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM. 
FRANKFORT AREA GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 427 
WEST FRANKFORT, lL C28'3G 
GEN. SOC. OF SO. IL. 
C/0 JOHN A. LOGAN COLLEGE 
CARTERVILLE, IL 62918 
MOULTRIE CO. HIST.&GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 588 
SULLIVAN, IL 61951 
VERSAILLES AREA GEN.&HIST. SOC:. 
C/O MARY LOGSDON 
PO BOX 9 
VERSAILLES, IL 62378 
SALINE CO. GE. SOC. 
PO BOX 4 
HARRISBURG, IL 62045 
MARIN CO. GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 1311 
NAVATO. CA ')4'J47 
TUOLUMNE CO. GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 3956 
SONORA, CA 95370 
CHRISTIAN CO. GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 174 
TAYLORVILLE, IL G25G8 
CHAMPAIGN CO. GEN SOC. 
201 SOUTH RACE ST. 
URBANA, IL 61801 
DECATUR GEN. SOC. 
"CENTRAL IL." 
PO BOX 1548 
DECATUR, IL 67525 2548 
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SO. INDIANA GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 665 
NEW ALBANY, IN 47151·0665 
THE HOOSIER GENEALOGIST 
315 W. OHIO ST. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202 
LAURENCE CO. GEN. SOC. 
ATTN: LOUIS INGLE 
LAURENCE CO. MUSEUM/COURT HOUSE 
BEDFORD, TN 47421 
TRI STATE GEN. SOC. 
~.: ID W 1 LL ARD LI 13 RARY 
21 FIRST /\V[:. 
EVANSVILLE, IN ·17110 
THE KY. CEN. :.:~oc., lN!'.. 
PO BOX 15:3 
FRANKFORT, KY 4060j 
CHRISTIAN CU. GEN. SOC. 
1101 13ETIIEL ST. 
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 4::,, )4,) 
ESTILL CO. GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 221 
RAVENNA. KY 4047~ 
GEN. :::;oc. OF HANCOCK co. 
ATTN: CL/\ IU BEL PH I LL.1 P::5 
OLLi COURT BOUSE 
HAWSVILLE, KY 42~48 
HOPKINS co. GEN. sue. 
PO BOX 51 
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431 
LOUISVILLE GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX ~164 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40205 
SO. CENTRAL KY. HIST. r. 
GEN. SOC., INC. 
PO BOX 157 
GLASGOW, KY 42142 0157 
WEBSTER CO. GEN. SOC. 
C/0 WEBSTER CO. LIBRARY 
r O BOX 215 
DIXON, KY 42403 
W. CENTRAL KY. FAMILY RESEARCH 
F' 0 BOX l'J32 
OWENSBORO, KY 42301 
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THE EAST KENTUCKIAN 
BOX 24202 
LEXINGTON, KY 40524 
13UTLER CO. HIST.f,_GEN. SOC. 
F' 0 BOX 435 
MORGANTOWN, KY 42261 
MONTGOMERY VANDERPOOL 
PO BOX 151 
RUSSELLVILLE, KY 4227G 
CRITTENDEN CO. GEN. SOC. 
C/0 t..':HITTENDEN CU. Lil3RAR'! 
:.C'04 W. CARL I Sl.E ST. 
11/\H l UN. !( Y 4:>064 
I\NNE l\lWNPEL r; r N. ::;o,.:. 
!' L) BUX .~·,>J 
l' AS/\l"JEN ll. M 11 ,.' J Le' 2 
:;3T. LUU 1 :::; GEN. ::,uc. 
')0] l MANCHESTFI, TU). SU 1 TF ff , 
,JT. LIJIJT,'>, MO G:Jl4'1 
• 
RAY CU. l!f;c;T. ~~CH.:. -
ROX 2 
RIC!lMDND, ~1f1 (AIJE\'.:i 
~,TANLEY ,:11. 1;FN. :~(JC, 
PO DOX 31 
f\LOERMl\RLE, N:.'. 2[',\:3~L' r)c,·,, 
JOHNSTON CU. GEN. SOC. 
305 MARKET ST. 
SMITHVILLE, NC 2-r~:,n 
MUSKINGUM CO. \;EN. SIJ/'. 
F' 0 BOX '.JOGC 
ZANESV I l.LE, 01! 4>370.? 306(, 
UPPER ClJMBEHL/\ND GEN. l\~]50C. 
BOX 575 
COOKEVILLE, TN ~8503-0575 
FENTRESS CO. TN. !l LST. :50C. 
PO BOX 178 
JAMESTOWN. TN ~855G 0178 
BOONE co. GEN. ~oc. 
PO BOX 306 
MADISON, WV 25108 
PEORIA GEN. SOC. 
PO BOX 148'3 
PEORIA, IL GJG55 
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THE FOLLOWING TRANSCRIPTS ARE TAKEN FROM ORIGINAL MINE EMPLOYEE CARDS 
FOR GRAHAM AND LUZERNE MINES FOR DATES 1918-1941: TRANSCRIBED BY 
CARL ARVIN, JAN. 1994. <EXAMPLE OF YEARS/MONTHS WORKED: 27/7 = YEAR: 









18/12, 19,20/11. 21,22.23/12, 24/3, 25/2 
26,27,28/12, 29,30/10, 31,32,33,34/12. 35/9 
36/2, 37/11, .38/12, 39/11, 40/8 
23/6, 24/4, 25/ll, 26/12, 27/7, 28,2'c~/12, '.10/10 








2 7 / ':) , . .'. 8 I e, 
2(,/8 
L.W. 21,22/12, 23/5, 
PASCAL 24/1, 25/12, 
WM. 2713, 28,29/12, 30/ 10, 31. 32, 33, .34/ 1.,/ . .35/'J 
.38 , 3') I 12. 40 / 2 36 / 3, 37 / 11, 
BANDY, J.lt. 23/11, 24/3, 25/H) 
BANDY, MARVIN 31/12, 32/5 
BANDY, ORA 27/5, 28/G 
BANDY, R.C. 18/12, 19/4, 21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/8 
BARD , FRANK B . 2 3 / 2 • 2 4 / :J , 2 9 / 4 , :3 4 / 2 , 3 5 / 9 • ~3 E, I 3 , 1 7/ l 1 , 
38,39/12, 10/3, 41/11 
CARTER, J.W. 25/3, 26,27,28/12, 29/11, 30/10, 31/1 
CARTER. J.W. 25/3 
CARY. JOHN 18/12, 13/11, 20/12, 21/10, 22,23/17, 24,:513 
CARY, SHELLEY 18/12, l'J/11, 20/12, 21/8, 22/H1, 23/12, 2/4/1 
CASH, GEO. 22/6, 2J/12, 24/6, 2~/3, 26/4, 27,28/12, 29/4 
CASH, W.L. 18,19,20,21,22,23,24/12, 25/8 
CHANDLER,GEO.H. 25/6, 26/9, 27/7, 28,29,30,31,32,33,34,~~/12 
DAVIS, CLAR. 23/9, 25/2 
DAVIS, E.W. 22/7, 23/10, 
DAVIS, HUBERT 18/12, 19/9, 20,21,22/12, 2:3/1, 27/7, 28.2<J!l2 





18/12, 19/11, 20/12, 22/12, 23/1, 271>' 





























GHAHI\M EVANS, ARTHUR 18/12, 19,20/11, 21,22,23/12, 2413, 25/11 
26/10, 27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 
EVANS, JESSE 24/3, 25/11, 26,27,28,29/12, 30/9 
35/9 
EVITTS, AARON 29/4, 30,31,32,33,34/12, 35/9, 36/3, 37/11 
38,39/12, 40/7, 41/5 
EVITTS, BRADLEY 32/2, 33/1, 34/2 







18/12, 19,20/11, 21/10, 22/6, 23/12, 24/3 
25/5, 26,27/12, 28/7, 30/11, 31/1 
27/12, 28/2 
26/10, 27/12, 28/11, 29/10, 30/4, 32,33,34/12 
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GAMBLIN, MAJOR B. 18/12, 20/9, 21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/11 GRAHAM 
26,27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32/12, 33/11, 34/12 
35/9, 36/3, 37/11, 38,39/12, 40/3 
GARRETT, ECLAS 37/4 LUZERNE 
GARRETT, FRANKLIN 36/3, 37/11, 38,39,40/12, 41/1 GRAHAM 
GARRETT, H.E. 25/2, 26/3, 27/6, 28/12, 29/4 GRAHAM 
HALL, LAWRENCE 18/12, 19/4, 20,21,22/12, 23/10, 24/3 LUZERNE 
HALL, LUTHER 23/12, 24/3, 25/10, 26,27,28,29/12, 30/10 GRAHI\M 
31,32,33,34/12. 35/9, 36/3, 37/10, 38,39,40,41/12 
HALL, ROBT. D. 25/11, 26,27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33/12 LUZERNE 
34/11, 35/9 
HALL, ROY 18/12, 19/2, 20,21,22/12, 23/7, 24/3, 25/9, ?6/7 LUZERNE 
27,28,29/12, 30/3, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/q, ~G/~ 
37/11, 38,39/12, 40/8, 41/12 
J~CKSON, ANDREW 28/1, 29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/~ LUZERNE 
36/3, 37/11, 38,39/12, 40/3 
JACKSON, ARTHUR 18/12, 19/10, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/11 LUZERNE 
26,27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/9, 36/3 
37/11, 38,39/12, 40/9, 41/12 
JACKSON, EVERETTE 18112, 19/11, 20,21112, 22/11, 23/12, 24/3 LUZERNE 
2s110, 2s112, 271g, 2s,2g112, 30110, 31,32,33,34/12 
35/9, 36/3, 37/11, 38,39/12, 40/2, 41/11 
JACKSON, MIKE 27/8 1 28/12. 29/5, 30/1, 3511, 36/3, 3~/D 
JACKSON, TOMB. 2412, 25/11 





36/3, 37/11, 38,39/12, 40/9, 41/12 
28/2, 29/4 
24/1, 25/6 
35/7, 36/3, 37/11, 38,39/12, 40/4 
18/12, 19/11, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 
26,27,28/12, 29/10, 32/8, 33,34/12. 
37/11, 38,39,40/12, 41/3 
KNIGHT, TRAVIS 24/3, 25/4 
25/10 
'.35 /9. 
LEE, LEONARD 19/1, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 
LEE, E. OLIVER 26/7, 27,28,29/12, 30/10, 
25/12, 26/2 
31, ~12, 33, :M / l . ..: 
LEE, HANSOM 
LEE, R.E. 
35/9, 36/3, 37/11, 38/3 
30/5 
25/12, 26/8 
LEE, ROBERT 28/3, 29/8 
LEE, W.C. 21,22,23/12, 24/3 
LESLIE, THOMAS EVERETT 41/1 
MABORY, ROY 18/7, 19/11, 20/7, 21/10, 22,23/12, 24/3 
MABORY, T.P. 18/12, 19,20/11, 21/12, 22/8, 23/12, 24/2 
MABORY, WILLIS 18/12, 19/11, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/1 
MADDOX, CHAS. 30/5 
MADDOX, CHAS. NEVILLE 37/4, 38/3 
MADDOX, PAUL 25/1, 26,27,28,29/12, 30/4, 31/12, 32/5 























MADDOX, SAM 18,19,20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/11. 26,27,28,29/12 
30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/9 CLISTED AS 'DEAD'>B.1/12/1879 
MADDOX, WM. LYNN 37/1, 38/3, 39,40/2 LUZERNE 
MAGENHEIMER, HENRY A. 18/11, 19,20/12, 21/8, 22,23/12, 24/3 LUZERNE 
25/11, 2G,27,28/12, 29/9, 30/9, 31,32,33,34.35,36,38/12 
NELSON, HERMAN 18/6, 19,20/12, 21/9, 22,23/12, 24/3 LUZERNE 
25,26,27.28,29,/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12 
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NEVIL, FLOYD 36/3, 37/11, 38/3 
NEWMAN. HERBERT ESTELL 37/4, 38/3 
NICHOLS, LEE 25/6 
VOL. 16 NO. 2 
NICHOLS, OTIS 20/7, 21/12, 22/6, 23/12, 24/3, 25/G 
NICHOLSON, ROBT. 27/6 
NICHOLSON, ROLLIE THOS. 34/11, 35/9 
NOE, JOHN M. 18/12, 19/10, 20/11, 21,22/12, 23/10, 24/3 
25/8, 26,27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12 









OATES, LAWERNCE 20/5, 21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/5 GRAHAM 
OATES, LEWIS 18/12, 19/7, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/8, 2G/12 GRAHAM 
27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12 
35/9, 36/3, 37/11, 38,29,40,41/12 
OATES, LiNDEl. 25,25,27,28/12, 29/8, 3~116, ~3:2n 
<3G/l GRAHAM) 
PENTECOST, EDGAR 34/4, 35/9, :'l6/3, 37/11, -~e, y1 1 1,: 
40/8, 41/12 
PENTECO~'iT, (JJALT 18/12, l<J,20/11, 21,22,23/12, .'413, ~·")/1._:· 
26,27,28.,29/l~:, 30/11::1. =ll,32,3.":<,34/12, -r::)/.-_. 
36/3, 37/11, 38,39112. ~0/5, 41/10 
PERKINS, MORRIS 24/3, 25/5, 271? 
PETTY, t. .. _r 20,2.1,22,23/12, 24/3, 25,2G,21,2B/J2, ,''~/(:, 
30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/9, lE,/3, '3'7/11 
38,39/12, 40/6, 41112 




!-; IH\ll /\ M 
3 ::i / 11 • ·34112, '3'7, / 9, '36 / 3, 37 / 11 , 
RALEIGH, YEWELL 31/') 
YB , J ) • ·1 P. • ,11 / 1 .:> 
LIJZEHNF 
RAMSEY, ADDISON .r • ..?3/10, 24/:~;, 25,26,2'7,:2.8,2')/12, 30/10 
3] ,32,33,34/12, 35/9, 3f>l3, :J'l/11 
3i3,3'J/12, 40/2, 41/10 
RAM:'5EY, !:.l.. 2312, 24/'.:1, 2~5/9, 26,27,28/12, '29/E,, ]0/lD 
31,32,33,34/12, 35/9, 36/3, 37/11, ~8.J9/]/ 
40/9, 41/12 
RAMSEY, MELVIN SHERMAN 39/3, 40/9 
RAMSEY, MELVIN 26/2, 27,28/12, 29/7, 30/9, 31/7, 32,33/6 
34/7, 35/9 
RAYLAND, HARRISON 20/1, 21/10, 22/5, 23/12, 24/5, 25/2 
26,27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33, ~--1/:J:.', 






RAYMER, CAREY 26,27/12, 28/11, 29/7, 30/10, 31/12, 32/l GHA!l/\M 
SAULSBERRY, OTIS T. ~'.35/3, 39/ l. 40, 41 /2 GH/\HAM 
SALSBERRY, WM. 29/3, 30/10, 31/7, 32/12, 33/11, 34/12. 3~13 GR/\!IAM 
36/3, 37,38/11. 39,40/12, 41/1 
SAMPLES, JOHN 18/12, 19,20/11, 21,22,23/12, 24,25/3, 2611: 
27,28/12, 29/8, 30/10, 31,32,33.~4/12, 35/9 
3G/3, 37/11, 38,39,40/12, 41/11 
SAMPLES, THOS. 18/12, 19/11, 21/12, 22/11, 23/12, 26/G 
SCOTT, ALVIN 27/5, 28/1 
SLATON, FRANK 33/2, 34/12, 35/9, 36/3, 37/7, 38/12, 39/5 
TODD, JERALD 18/2, 19/7, 20/12, 21/6, 22/12, 23/11, 24/3 







TODD, LESLIE 18,19,20,21,22,23,24/12, 25/11, 26,27,28,2g112 GRAHAM 
30/12. 31/5 
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TODD, NEVIN 19/11, 20,21,22/12, 23/11, 24/3, 25/5, 26,27/12 LUZERNE 
28,29/12, 30/10, 31,32,33,34/12, 35/~, 36/6 
37/11, 38,39/12, 40/3, 41/7 
TODD, SEAMON 18/12, 19/11, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 25/8 
26,27,28,29,30,31,32/12, 33/1, 34/12, 35/9 
36/3, 37/11, 38,39,40,41/12 
TODD, S.J. 18/12, 19/11, 20,21,22,23/12, 24/3, 2515 
26,27,28/12, 29/8 
UNDERWOOD, RAYMOND 26/1, 27,28/12, 29/5 
UNDERWOOD, R.E. 26/1, 27/3 
UNDERWOOD, VIRGIL 25/11, 26/9, 27,28/12, 29/B, jQ,, 
31,32,33,34/12, 35/9, 3G/3, 37111, 38,3~/12 
40/9, 41/12 
UZZLE, ADAM 22/9, 23/12, 24/3, 2~/1, 26,27,28112, 29/~ 
UZZLE, CARL 18 41/12 
UZZLE, CLYDE A. 32/7, 33/12, 34/6, 36/3, 77/4 
VICK, ED 24-38/12 <LISTED AS DEAD) B. 6/10/1866 
VICK, EMERY 18-23/12, 24/4, 25/11, 26-39/12, 40/7 
V I CK , I R :'\ 18 / B , 1 9 / 4 , 2 0 , 2 l , 2 2 , 2 3 / l 2 , :? 4 / ~1 , 2 C / 'J 
27,28,29/12, 30/10, 31/1 
VICK 'BOB' ED <ROBERT) 36/3, 37/9, 38/1 
WADE , AH CH I E 2 5 / 2 • 2 (., / 7 • 2 7 / 9 • 2 B / l 1 , '.' 9 / 4 , .3 6 I 2 , 3 '7 4 l / L' 
WADE, CLIFFORD 18/12, 19/11, 21,22,23/12, 2413, 25110 
26.27,.28/12, ~?0.30/10, ··11 ~']2.~1.}.34/1:?. :;:)/'') 











! ; r;- A II I\ l1 
LUZERNE 
GHAHAM 
c; HI\ !I fl H 
THE FOLLUW I NG ABSTRM'T~:: /\fff T M~EN tROM THE 'SOLD l EH':':• MTL 1 (~t;'l 11 JN 
PENSION' (1'312) AND 'WlDUW':=: INDIGENT PENSION' l\l'i'Llf'/\TJiHl::.: FIJJ;: 
CIVIL WAR SERVICE, /\ND AHE TAKEN FRUM THE ORIGINAL'~ P.Y: 1 .'.i\nL I\WJ IN 
AT THE MUIIL. CO. COURT IIOU:=.,E IN GREEN\/ l LLE KY. 
BRADLEY, NANCY M. lWIDOW'S APP.>• BORN: 20-l\PR 1871• MAIDEN NAME: 
DUKES, NANCY M.• HUSBANDS NAME: BRADLEY, JOHN F.~ MARRIED: 
28-AUG-(YEAR NOT GIVEN) IN MUHL. co. KY.• HUSBAND BORN: VA. <NL1 ur,Tr-: 
GIVEN>• ENLISTMENT DATA: APR. 18G1 CO. 'I' 8TH TN. REG. C.S.A.• 
SERVED: 4 YEARS* HUSBANDS DE/\Tll: 22-DEC-1915 POWDERLY, KY.• 
CHILDREN: 2 GIRLS, G&8 YEARS OF AGE AND 2 BOYS, 11& 13 YEARS UF l\i.;E. 
< NO NAMES GI VEN>" TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE• [1ATE r 1 LEf•: 
20-JAN 191G 
CLARK, SARAH C. <WIDOW'S APP.),. BORN: lNO DATE GlVEN> lN TN.¥ 
MAIDEN NAME: RIVERS, SARAH C.• HUSBANDS NAME: CLARK, SAMUEL• 
MARRIED: CNO DATE GIVEN> IN MUHL. CO. KY.• HUSBAND BORN: (NO DATE 
GIVEN>* ENLISTMENT DATA: CNO INFO. GIVEN)* HUSBANDS DEATH: 
-
6-JUL-1916 IN GUS, MUHL. CO. KY.• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: LAND ~ 
VALUED AT 9100.00• DATE FILED: 27-JUL-1916 • 
CLEMENTS, J. T. <SOLDIER'S APPl• BORN: 1844 IN BEDFORD CO., TN.* 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 30TII REG. CO. 'D' TN.• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 
NONE• DATE FILED: 30 SEP-1912 
• 
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FINLEY, THOMAS M. CSOLDIER'S APP)" BORN: 17·JUN 1835 IN MUHL. CO. 
KY.• ENLISTMENT DATA: 1-JAN-1862 IN 2ND KY CAVALRY CO 'D'• TAXABLE 
PROPERTY STATEMENT: 100 ACRES VALUED AT $600.00 AND $550.00 IN 
PERSONAL PROPERTY• DATE FILED: 21-JUN-1912 
JOHNSTON, LIZA ELLEN (WIDOW'S APP)• BORN: MUHL. CO. KY. cNO DATE 
GIVEN>• MAIDEN NAME: SPINKS, LIZA ELLEN• HUSBANDS NAME: 
JOHNSTON, JOHN CALLOWAY• MARRIED: 7 NOV-1873 IN MUHL CO. KY." 
llUSBAND BORN: 27 ·JUN-1844 IN CALLOWAY CO. KY.* ENLISTMENT DATA: CO 
'E' 12TH REG. KY CAVALARY 18Gl IN BENTON, MARSHALL CO. KY." SERVED: 
3YR. 4 MON.* HUSBANDS DEATH: 12 JAN··l'J3G* NO CHILDREN• TI\Xl\13LE 
PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE• DATE FILED: 1-FEB 1~:JG 
KENNERLY. H. C. <SOLDIER'S APP)" BORN: 18-DEC 1837 IN ALA.• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: MAY 1863 CNOT READABLE)• TAXADLE PROPERTY 
STATEMENT: l LOT VALUED AT $7CH:L")0• DATE FILED: 25 APR l':H2 
LANDIS, S. J. <SOLDIEH'S APP)" BURN: 27 ,JUN 1H4:'" ENLISTMENT DATA: 
1861 CO 'A' HELM'S 1ST KY CAVALRY C. S. A.• TAXABLE PROPERTY 
STATEMENT: 4 ACRES VALUED AT $100.00 /\ND 1 TOWN LOT VALUED AT 
$400.00• DATE ~ILED: 18 APR 1~12 
MCKOWN, CLARENCE LINDEN ( '.'30LDI ER'S I\PP) .. BURN: Ln?? J N M I:3SUlffn" 
ENLISTMENT DI\TA: UCT 18C.1 CO 'B' < NO LONGEf? r~EI\D/\BLE > • T1'\XI\CLE 
PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONEx DATE FlLED: 2~ /\PR 1~12 
MOORE, FRANCIS F. <WJDOW'S /\Pf')" NOTE: MOST OF TIil'.:] IIUC!IHFNT l::, NU 
LONGER F<EADI\BLE. * HUSBAND: MOO HE, 1.J. R.,. HUSBANDS DE/1 Tli: 
28 OCT-1889 IN WHITE PLAINS KY .. NO FAMILY" NU CHILDREN~ T/\X/\f,LE 
PROPERTY STAEMENT: NONE• DATE FILED: 27 JU[. 1912 
PAGET, J. J. <SOLDIER'S APP>• BORN: MC?, TN <NO DATE GIVEN>• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 15 MJ\Y 18G1 4.TH TN. REG. CAVALRY• :3ERVED: 4Yl< 1MUN* 
TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 50 ACRES VALUED AT S200.00• DATE ['ILED: 
2'3·JUL· 1'312 
PENDLEY, J. II. (30LDIER'3 /\PP)• BORN: 18?5 BUTLEH CO. KY.• 
ENLISTMENT DAT/\: 1 JUN 18Gl ARKANSAS STATE GUMW THEN ON l SEP .IHhl 
CO 'K' 13Tlf /\RKASAS REG.• T/\XI\BLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE• 01\TE 
FILED: 3 HAY 1912 
RHEA, W. A. (SOLDIER'S APP)" P.,1)Rt-l: 1842 IN HOPINS CO. KY." 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 1861 CO 'I' 8Tll KY INFANTRY• TAXABLE PROPERTY 
STATEMENT: NONE" DATE FILED: 29-APR-1912 
RICHARDSON, JENNIE II. (WIDOW'S APP)* BORN: 20-SEPT 184G IN EARLES, 
MUHL. CO. KY.• MAIDEN NAME: MORGAN, JENNIE HENRY• HUSBANDS NAME: 
RICHARDSON, JOSEPH FRANKLIN" HUSBAND BORN: 8 NOV-1840 IN 
RUSSELLVILLE. LOGAN CO. KY• MARRIED: 19-JAN-1871 IN MUHL. CO. KY.• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: SEPT-1861 9TH KY. INFANTRY CO. 'A'• HUSBANDS OEATI~: 
26 APR-1912 IN CENTRAL CITY KY.• CHILDREN: 1-21 YR. OLD D/\UGIITER* 
TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 3 ACRES VALUED AT ssoo.00~ DATE rrLED: 
25-MAY-1912 
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ROWAN .• MRS. REPSY L. <WIDOW'S APP)it BORN: MUHL. CO. KY. <NO DATE 
GIVEN),. MAIDEN NAME: TAYLOR, REPSY L.• HUSBANDS NAME: ROWAN, 
JACOB B.• MARRIED: MUHL. CO. KY. <NO DATE GIVEN>,. HUSBAND BORN: 
HAWKINS CO. TN. <NO DATE GIVEN)* ENLISTMENT DATA: NOT KNOWN" 
HUSBANDS DEATH: 2?-JAN-???? IN SOUTH CARROLLTON, MUHL. KY• CHILDREN: 
1 WIDOWED DAUGHTER WITH 2 CHILDREN• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 
HOUSE AND LOT VALUED AT S150.00• DATE FILED: 25-AUG 1312 
RYAN, ISABELLE D. (WIDOW'S APP)• BORN: 9-JUL-1844 IN BUTLER CO. 
KY." MAI DEN NAME: STEEL, ISABELLE D - - CAS" HUSBANDS NAME: RYAN, 
JAMES BUCKNER" MARRIED: CNO DATE GIVEN> AT MUD RIVER• HUSBAND BORN: 
24-JUN 1838 IN BATH CO. KY.• ENLISTMENT DATA: NOT KNOWN• HUSBAND 
DEATH: 14 AUG-1907 IN LOGAN CO. KY.• CHILDREN: 1 ALL GROWNw TAXABLE 
PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE• DATE FILED: 3 JUL 1~12 
SHACKLETT, BENJAMIN F. & SALLIE E. <INFORMATION TAKEN FROM BOTII 
APP.S, SOLDIER'S APP. FILED: 12 JUN 1312 AND WIDOW'S APP FILED: 
31-AUG-1914. MOST INFO. TAKEN FROM WIDOW'S APP. SINCE MORE INFO. IS 
NEEDED FOR THE WIDOW'S APP)• SHACKLETT, SALLIE E.• BORN: 
16-MAY 1851 AT PARADISE KY." MAIDEN NAME: KIRTLEY. SALLIE I~.• 
HUSBANDS NAME: SHACKLETT, BENJAMIN F. • MARRIED: 10 JUN l/.3G') IN 
MCLEAN CO. KY.• HUSBAND BORN: 10-MAR-1846,. ENLISTMENT DATA: 
1-APR 1863 CO 'G' 12TII KY CAV. C. S. A.• TAXADLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 
NONE• HUSBANDS DEATH: 23-AUG 1914• CHILDREN: J ORf'lll\N GRANDCHILDREN"' 
TAYLOR, JOHN L. <SOLDIER'S APP) BORN: 28-JUL. 18313 LN MUHL. CO. KY.• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 1861 CO. 'C' 'JTII KY. IIELM' S BR I GADE BRECI\ENR l DGF 
DIV 1 SON" T I\XI\BLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE w DATE F 1 LEU: 2'J APR l 'JL'. 
VINSON, WILLIAM RILEY lSOLDIER'S APP),. BORN: l~-MI\Y 1845 lN 
CALDWELL CO. KY.w ENLISTMENT DATA: OCT-1862 cTIIE RF~,T OF INFO. NOT 
READABLE)• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONEw DATE FILED: 11 MAY-l~li 
WALLACE, MARY E. (WIDOW'S APP) BORN: <NO DATE GIVEN) IN MULH. CO. 
l(Y." MAIDEN NAME: KIRTLEY, MARY E.,. HUSBANDS NAME: WALLACE. 
ROBEHT W." MARRIED: <NO DATE GIVEN) IN MUHL. CO. KY.• IHJSBAND BORN: 
1829 IN MUHL. CO. KY.* ENLISTMENT DATA: 22-SEP-lBGl IN RUSSELLVILLE, 
KY. co. 'C' 3TH KY. INF. 11 HUSBANDS DEATH: 13 JUL nn IN ['ARADlSE, 
MUHL. CO. KY.• CHILDREN: 4• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: RESIDENCE 
VALUED AT $1,000.00• DATE FILED: 27-MAY-1912 
WEEKS, ESTHER AMANDA <WIDOW'S APP> BORN: NEAR MURPIIY, CHEROKEE CU. 
N.C. <NO DATE GIVEN)• MAIDEN NAME: HOOD, ESTHER AMANDA" HUSBANDS 
NAME: WEEKS, MARKUS LAYFAYETTE• MARRIED: NEAR MUHPIIEY. CHEROKEE 
CO. N.C.* IIUSBJ\ND BORN: NEAR MURPHEY, CHEROKEE CO. N.C.• ENLISTMENT 
DATA: 1861 IN HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN CO. KY. IN CO. 'C' "::!TII KY ... 
HUSBANDS DEATH: 12-JUN-1891 IN CENTRAL CITY, MUHL. CO. KY.• 
CHILDREN: 1 DAUGHTER• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: NONE• DATE FILED: 
24-JUN-1912 
WEST. WILLIAM H. (SOLDIER'S APP> BORN: 1841 IN HARDIN CO. KY.• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 18Gl 9Tll KY. REG.• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: 
NONE• DATE FILED: 28 SEP 1912 
• 
• 
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YEARGIN, MRS. WESLEY CARROLL <WIDOW'S APP>• BORN: 12-SEP 1853 IN 
MUHL. CO. KY.11 MAIDEN NAME: OATES, ISSIE D ... HUSBANDS NAME: 
YEARGIN, WESLEY CARROLL• MARRIED: CNO DATE GIVEN> IN MUHL. CO. 
KY.• HUSBAND BORN: 7-JAN 1841 !N ALEXANDRIA, DECI\LB CO. TN.• 
ENLISTMENT DATA: CO. 'A' TN. REG.11 HUSBANDS DEATH: 1-MAR-1905 IN 
GREENVILLE, MUHL .. CO. KY.• TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: HOUSE AND LOT 
VALUED AT S600.00• DATE FILED: 27 MAY-1916 
YONTS, LUCY WING (WIDOW'S APP>• BORN: 4-SEP-1854 IN MUHL. CO. KY.• 
MAIDEN NAME: WING, LUCIE• HU~JBANDS NAME: YONTS, JAMES WILLIAM• 
MARRIED: IN GREENVILLE, MUHL. CO. KY. 11 HUSBAND BORN: 12 AUG-1837"' 
ENLISTMENT DATA: 1861 IN HARTFORD, OHIO CO. l<Y. IN CO. 'C' 'JTH KY. 
REG. INF.• HUSBANDS DEATH: 14 JUL-1'305 IN CENTRAL CITY, MUHL. CO. 
KY." CHILDREN: 3 BOYS 1 GIHL* TAXABLE PROPERTY STATEMENT: IIOUSE /\ND 
LOT VALUED AT $500.00 DATE FILED: 25 M/\Y 1312 
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WE ARE HAPPY TCJ ANNOUNCE THAT ON WED., APRIL 20TB. 1 '3'34 Fl<IJM 
2:00-4:00 P.M. WE WILL BE SPONSORING "RON BREMER" THE I\UT![Ul< OF 




TOPICS WILL INCLUDE: INTRODUCTION 
GENEALOGY: LITTLE-KNOWN SOURCES: 
STONE-WALL PROBLEMS; CONTACTING 
OUTHOUSE; ATTIC ARCHAEOLOGY; 
& ORGANIZATION; SF'EEDING UP YOUR 
RESEARCH BY CORRESPONDENCE; SOL VI NC; 
COLLATERAL COUSINS; COUf<TIIOUSE TO 
AND MUCH MORE. 
THE SEMINAR WILL BE HELD IN THE MEETING ROOM OF THE HARBIN MEMORIAL 
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MINI GENEALOGY SEMINAR 
WE ARE HAPPY TU ANNOUNCE THAT ON 
2:00-4:00 P.M. WE WILL BE SPONSORING 
CONPENDIUM OF HISTORICAL SOURCES' IN 
GENEALOGY'. 
WED., APRIL 20TH, 
"RON BREMER" THE 
A SEMINAR TITLED 
1'394 FROM 
AUTHOR OF 'THE 
'THE WORLD OF 
TOPICS WILL INCLUDE: INTRODUCTION & ORGANIZATION; SPEEDING UP 
YOUR GENEALOGY; LITTLE-KNOWN SOURCES; RESEARCH BY CORRESPONDENCE; 
SOLVING STONE-WALL PROBLEMS; CONTACTING COLLATERAL COUSINS; 
COURTHOUSE TO OUTHOUSE; ATTIC ARCHAEOLOGY; AND MUCH MORE. 
THE SEMINAR WILL BE HELD IN THE MEETING ROOM OF THE HARBIN 
MEMORIAL LIBRARY IN GREENVILLE, KY. 
CAI.I. < '302) :1<R- 9545. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE 
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KEITH, HUNSAKEH 
ABNER KEITH B. 1778 PA, D. 1856 PERRY CO.,IL., MD. 1ST MADLENA 
HUNSAKER 1804 MUHL. CO .• KY. WERE HIS PARENTS IIENRY AND RACHEL 
KEITH? HENRY B. ABT. 1745 MD. OR VA. RES. MUHL. CO., l(Y. 11Y 1801. 
SON OF JOHN KEITH? ANY INFO. ON HENRY KEITH WILL. BE 
APPRECIATED! 
RITA WILBURN ACKERMAN. '103':::, E. HArnFORU AVE., P!!UEN l X, /1.7. 
85032-2220 
VICK, MERCER 
WISH TO CORRESPOND WITH DESCENDANTS OF STEPHEN VICK <B. 1786 lN 
DOBBS CO., NC) AND SUSANNAH MERCFR (8. 1785 IN DOBBS Cll., NC) 
STEPHEK AND SUSANNAH RI7MOVED TO MADISON CU., KY., l\13UU'l 1800, AND 
THEN TO MUIIL. CO., KY., ABOUT 1815. THEY IIAD Tl!!•: FOL.L!)WING ISSUE: 
HARRIET~ TUHNEH AHTIIUR, JACOB MEHCEI~. LEMUEL. Wt\S!![NGTUN WOOD, 
W I LL I AM ,J • , II F N H Y M • , ED W A Ul I C • , SF B /", ::; T I /\ N C , , A N D , T U I It l r; Tr-: P l!f:. N 
MC/\RTHUR. 
J/\MF;'; L/\frnY VICK. '/0') WE5TCIH::';f[T, L!R., l:V/\NSVILLF, IN .i/'nn 
I /\M TRYING TO CONFIRM THAT t1U:XI\NDEF'. ,.:URLEY t,,mo D. J/ l'.~•/l'J,-1'._:, 1:.3 
THE SAME /\S J I\ME5 E. CORLEY. TllE l 8bFl CENSUS LI '..;'J .< J /\ME:0 : ~:i 1 N TH F 
1!1-l OF f~S CORLEY. THE 1900 CENSUS GIVE~ l\ l..l5T1Nl, Ftll,. Fl.FY. 
CORLEY B. 1.875. 1115 WIFE 1:-3 N/\MED BERTIE /\ND THE !ill INCUJlJE:: ilL: 
F /IN /L FLEXANDER MOTTS. J /\MES E. COl'<LEY 1H75 l ')4'.::, f1NU B. 
CORLEY li317 l'J29 /\HE P-.URlED IN FRIENOSIIIF' CEMETEHY. t, UFPUSITlUH 
c; I VEN IN l ')52 NAMES /\LEXANDEF< COHLEY A'S TIIE SON OF B'.~ COE LEY. l ;-; 
TH L, ALEXANDER TIIE ~'.JAME AS J f\ME:c; C. AND ELEX Cor-<U; Yi' 
ANNE MCCLELLAN W l LL l A M~'.J, JbO D l XIE MI\NIJR, fl I\RHOD5BU [.'.(_;, KY ·1033~) 
THE lH70 CENSUS FOR MUHL. CO., l~Y. LISTS THE MEMBERS OF TllE t\NDREv..1 
MCCLELLAN HH l\S ANDREW 57, UNITY 12, GEO. 10, GRANT 4 AND MALINDA 
3. HEIRS NAMED IN ANDREW'S 1881 WILL ARE DAUGHTERS UNITY F., MALINDA 
Z, AND SONS CALVIN, GEO. W., AND ULYSSES. THE 1880 CENSUS LISTS 
ANDREW 65, MALINDA 14. IN ONE HH; G.B. MCCLELLEN 20 IN Ill! or CALVIN 
'MCALLEN' AS A BROTHER; GRANT 15, IS LISTED AS BROTHER LIV INC IN 
HH OF LOIS MCCLELLAN 22. ON THE MICROFILM "LOIS'" COULD GE REAL> 
LOU OR LON. I HAVE BEEN TOLD TIIAT UNITY MCCLELLAN MD. WILLIAM 
HALLOCK VICK AND THE 1900 CENSUS LISTS HIS WIFE AS FRANCIS 13. 
1858. LIEU VICK 1858 1'335 15 BURIED IN CARTER CREEK CEMETERY. 1T 
WOULD SEEM THAT UNITY F. IS THE SAME AS LOIS/LOU/LIEU 
MCCLELLAN/VICK. IS THERE ANYONE WHO Cl\N CONF'IRM THIS CONLUSlON? l 
CI\N F'IND NO FURTHER MENTION OF MALINDA 2., DAUGHTER OF ANDREW. BY 
THE CENSUS SHE WAS B. CIRCA 1866. IN 1855 JOHN BIVIN MD. JENNIE 
MCCLELLAN. THIS COUPLE IS BURIED IN JOINES CHAPEL CEMETERY AND 
JENNIE'S BO IS 1855. I HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO FIND ANY RECORD OF JENNIE 
BEFORE HER MARRIAGE TO BIVIN. IS IT POSSIBLE THAT MALINDA AND A 
JENNIE MCCLELLAN ARE ONE AND THE SAME? W 
ANNE MCCLELLAN WILLIAMS, 360 DIXIE MANOR, HARRODSBURG. KY 40330 
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WILLIS/WELBORN 
SEEKING INFO. ON THOMAS & FANNY <WELBORN) WILLIS M. 1812 IN MUHL. 
CO. KY. HE WAS THE SON OF BRITAIN WILLIS AND WAS DECEASED IN 1838 
AT THE TIME HIS FATHER'S WILL. SHE WAS PROBABLY B. 1791-1794, THE 
DAUGHTER OF JAMES & ELIZ. WELBORN. SHE MAY BE THE WI LLI.S BURIED 
lN THE HAZEL CREEK CEMETERY NEA[~ HER PARENTS. THEY !!/\[) CII I LOREN 
MENTIONED BUT NOT NAMED IN BRITAIN WILLIS' WILL. 
GAIL MILLER 425 MIDCREST DRIVE. BOWLING GREEN, l(Y ·L'li:ll 
PAXTON 
SEEK I NG PLACE OF B 1 RTH /\ND PLACE OF MAn!H /\GE OF MY GG(.,;c; RI\ NUP Af(ENT:C, 
<BELIEVED Tf) BE ROCK BR I OGE CO. , VA. J JOSEPH PAXTON !L 5 27 17'3'7 D. 
8- 10 1891. JOSEPH , J /\NE /\ND TIIEJ R CI! ILDREN WHO r·'AME TO MIJIIL. CO .• 
KY. WERE BORN IN VA. J0:3EPH & JANE IJIEI• IN MUHL .• (;u .• t. Y .• AND /\RF 
BURIED !\T FRIENSHil' CEM. IN Cl<[·ENVlLLE. KY. THE PAXTON F/\M1LY 
FIR:3T APPEARS IN 1849 ON MIJIIL. CU., KV. T/\X LlST. TIIE lU5D CEN:',US 
L. l ST S H CI! I L DRE N : PHEBE D . , MI\ HT H /\ ,J. • ::;u SI\ N • ;; AM U EL M . , :_:; /\ H /\ 11 l\ . , 
HETT IE. J /\ME:-3 A. f. JOSFPH N . . 
CHANCE UF /\DDRE5S 
PLEASE NOTE THF CHANGE UF ADDRES:3 FOR JOSEl'II W. KI W( · N/\ML ,Ji) ut~ 
Tl!E LIST OF NAMES BEING SE/\RCHE[, <VOL. 15 NO. 4) .H1;,U'I! w. !~1Ff;, 
'.:)4 ST/\fd)!J~5T PL/\1.:E, THE l;Jf)l)D[ .(\ Nns, TX T/.3131 
NOTICE 
THE Pl<OWSE CEMETERY FUND WAS ESTABLISHED IN l 'J'J~: T1 l Mfd NT I\ L N T!IE 
FAM I LY CEMETERY LOCATED ON TIIE PROWSE F /\RM IN MUHL. Ct). , KY. I\MONl; 
THE FAMILIES REPRESENTED IN THE CEMETERY /I.RE BEECH/\M .• BlU1SIIEF, 
CARY, SHELTON, PROWSE AND WELLS. FUNDS /\RE CURRENTLY l!ELD /\T THE 
AGRICULTURE FEDERAL CREDIT !JN ION, WASH I NG TON, D. C. IT I :3 ESTI MATFf1 
THAT t\ TR!JST FUND OF $40, (ll-·)0 WILL BE NEEDED TO ASSURE PERPETUAL Cl\ !d: 
FOR TIU::-'; FAMILY CEMETERY IN Al30UT 20 YRS. WHEN THE PRESENT OWNEr~:', 
BECOME UNABLE TO CARE FOR IT THEMSELVES. DONATIONS AND BEWHEST'.~ r.r;:t•: 
WELCOME AT ANY TIME AND MAY BE SENT TO: NORMAN REID. 1417 
MANSFIELU RD., FALLS CHURCH, VI\ 22041 1407 
:e:--:H• CO!JE • FOlJR, 1rn THE NINE-DIGIT CODE NEEIJEL• 
THE U. S. POSTAL SERVICE REOUE:CiTS THE USE OF NJ NE DH, IT :~I! 
CODE NUMBERS ON OUR MAILING LISTS. THIS ENABLES US TO 
HOLD THE COST OF POSTAGE TO A MINIMUM. PLEASE LOOK AT 
YOUR MAILING LABEL TO SEE IF YOUR ZIP CODE PLUS FOUR 
NUMBERS ARE USED <MAKE CERTAIN THEY ARE ACCURATE>. IF YOIJ 
DO NOT KNOW YOUR ADDITIONAL FOUR NUMBERS, PLEASE CONTACT 
YOUR LOCAL POST OFFICE AND ASK FOR THEM. WHEN YOU SENO 
YOUR RENEWAL, A OUERY OR OTHER CORRESPONDENCE, PLEASE 
INCLUDE THE FULL NINE-DIGIT NUMBER. 
IF YOUR /\DDRESS CII/\NGES. PLEASE BE :.::ilJRE TO LET !JS ICNUW. 
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THE FOLLOWING IS A 'NEVER BEFORE PRINTED' DOCUMENT BROUGHT TO US BY 
OUR FIRST VICE - PRESIDENT, CAROL BROWN. IF YOU HAVE A SIMULAR 
DOCUMENT THAT WE MIGHT USE, PLEASE SEND A READABLE COPY TO OUR 
ADDRESS, ATTN. THE EDITOR, AND WE WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO INCLUDE 
IT IN AN UPCOMING ISSUE OF 'THE HERITAGE'. 
THIS INDENTURE MADE THIS 12TH DAY OF MARCH IN TllE YEAR OF OUR LORD 
ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY FOUR BETWEEN FRANCIS WELLS 
AND LEURANEY HIS WIFE OF THE COUNTY OF MUHLENBERG AND COMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY OF THE FIRST PART AND MILES CAREY OF THE COUNTY AND 
COMMONWEALTH AFORESAID OF THE OTHER PART. WHEREFORTII THAT THE S AID 
FRANCIS WELLS, JR. FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF THE SUM OF ONE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS TO IIIM IN HAND PAID THE RECEIPT WHEREOF IS HEREBY 
ACKNOWLEDGED HATH THIS DAY GRANTED BARGAINED AND SOLD AND BY THESE 
PRESENT DO GRANT BARGAIN ANO SELL UNTO THE SAID MILES CAREY AND 
HIS HEIRS FOREVER A CERTAIN TRACT OF PARCEL SITUATED LYING AND BEING 
IN THE CO UNTY AFORESAID ON THE WATERS OF LONG CREEi\ AND noUND AS 
FOLLOWS TO WIT, 
BEGINNING AT THE /\ SIi DOGWOOD AND BEECH IN A LJNE UFA ~00 ACRE SUkVEY 
MADE IN THE NAME OF JO HN LEWI!=, AND RUNNING THENCE NORTII C ANfJ WEST 
100 POLES TO TWO 13EECIIES ON TIIE POINT OF A RIDG E THENCE NORTH 47 
EAST 86 POLES TO A SUGARTREE HICKORY AND WHITE 01\1< THENCF DUE SOUTII 
145 POLES TO TWO WHITE DAI{ THENCE SOUTH 20 EAST 60 POLES TO A. STAKF 
IN THE LEWIS LINE THENCE WITH SAID LINE DUE WEST 1:3 POLE5 TO THE 
BEGINNING. CONTI\INING BY SURVEY BEARING DATE THE TWELTH DAY OF 
APRIL 1822 FIFTY ACRES WITH ALL AND SINGULAR THE PREMICES AND 
APPERSTENANCE THEREUNTO BELONGING OR IN ANY WISE APPERTAINING UNTO 
THE SAID MILES CAREY AND HIS HEIRS FOREVER TO HAVE AND TO HOLD THE 
SAID TRACT OF PARCEL OF LAND WITH IT APPERSTENANCES AGAINST TIIE 
CL AIM OF THEM THE SIAD FRANCES WELLS AND LEURANEY IIIS WIFE THEIR 
HEIRS -- AND ALSO AGAINST THE CLAIMOR CL AIMS OF ALL AND EVERY OTHER 
PERSON OR PERSONS WHATEVER S II/\LL AND WILL FOREVER W/\RRENT AND S EFEND 
BY THESE PRESENT. 
IN TESTIMONY WHERE or- THE SAID FRANCIS WELLS /\ND IlIS WIFF IIAVE HEHE 
UNTO SET THEIR 111\ND AFFIXED THEIR SEALS THE 01\Y /\ND DI\TE WITHIN 
WRITTEN 
FRANCIS WELLS SEAL 
LEURANEY <X> WELLS SEAL 
t-HER MARK 
AN ARTICLE OF AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO UPON THE 8TH DAY OF MAY 1834 
BETWEEN MERIDAY WELLS OF THE ONE PART J. WEIR OF THE OTHER 
WITNESS THAT WHEREAS MY FATHER FRANCIS WELLS IS INDEBTED TO JAMES 
WEIR BY NOTE BEARING DI\TE 8TH FEBRUARY 1833 WITH MYSELF AND 
BROTHER ALFORD AS SECURITIES FOR THE SUM OF ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTY 
THREE DOLLARS AND TWENTY CENTS. NOW THE BETTER TO SECURE J. WEIR 
IN THE PAYMENT OF SAID OF.BT J 11/\VE THI~ D/\Y GRANTED RARr.l\TNED AND 
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SOLD AND DO BY THESE PRESENT GRANT, BARGAIN AND SELL UNTO SAID 
WEIR ALL MY RIGHT TITLE AND INTEREST IN AND TO THE WRITTEN WITHIN 
MENTIONED LAND BUT IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED TlfAT WHEN 
THE SAID J. WEIR OR SECURITIES SHALL WILLINGLY PAY AND MAKE 
VALIANT OCCURING --- - - - THIS INSTRUMENT IS TO BE VOID AND NO 
EFFECT OTHERWISE TO REMAIN lN FULL FORCE AND VIIHUE AND WITNESS MY 
HAND AND SEAL DAY AND DATE ABOVE WRITTEN. TESTE: E.R. WEIR AND 
J.B. HARVEY 
MERIDAY K. WELLS 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
MUHLENBERG COUNTY 
1 WILLIAM !LC. \,,.1 lNL, UEPUTY CLEHK OF THE CUUNTY (;uurn FUh !'HE CUUNTY 
OF THAT THE H.lHEt,OlNG INSTRUMENT OF wrnT l N(, f'U Rr'OHT I NG TO BF 
A MORTGAGL FROM MERH)AY WELL:'~ TO JAME~, WEIi< WA:; Tl!lS DAY 
PRODUCE[) Tu ME IN MY UFFICE r~:; PROVED TO BE THE ACT AN[! DEED UF Tl!E 
SAID WELLS BY THE 01\TH OF EDWARD R. WEIR AND JOHN HARVEY 
:iUBSCRilJING WITNESS TIIJ'; TU WllJC!l l~__; THEHEIJPDN /\DMlfTE! 1 TU 
RECORDED G fVEN UNl.lEF MY HI\NL TH J :3 l 1 Tll DAY JIJNI l P. ·q 
W.H.C. WIN1; 
KENTIJCKY GEOGRAPHY 
THERE ARE FI VE DISTINCT 1,EU1~ RI\PIH C REG IONS OF THE :.~iT /\H· 
WITH FAMILY NAMES f'ECULIAR TO THE REGION: .JJ\Cl~SON 
PIJRC!IASE IN THE WEST, WESTERN COAL FIELD. PENNYRUYAL, 
BLUEGRASS, EASTERN MOUNTAINS. 
KENTUCKY LAND WAS SURVEYED IN INDISCRIMINATE METE5 AND 
BOUNDS EAST OF THE TENNESSEE RIVER AND IN TOWNSHIPS AND 
RANGES WEST OF IT. LAND WARRANTS WERE ISSUED BETWEEN 181G 
AND 1873 FOR LANDS PURCHASED FROM THE STATE EAST OF THE 
TENNESSEE RIVER. LAND GRANTS WERE MADE FROM 1822 TO 1858 
FOR LAND WEST OF THE TENNESSEE RIVER. 
LAND GRANTS SOUTH OF THE GREEN RIVER WERE MADE BETWEEN l79~ 
AND 1866. COUNTY COURT ORDERS BETWEEN 1836 AND 1924 
ABOUND WITH WARRANTS SOLD BY EACH COUNTY COURT EAST OF THE 
TENNESSEE RIVER FOR ANY VACANT LANDS WITHIN ITS BOUNDS. 
<THIS ARTICLE TAKEN FROM "SEAHCHING FOR ANCESTORS" BY 

































































































































45 HOOD 42 
:3~) HORTON 44 
55 HOWES 44 
:3'.5 HUMPHREY 33 
35 HUNSAKER 48 
40 HUGHES 44 
35 HUNTER 35,46 
15 





.J ENERGON 45 
.TEN!< IN~; 47 
),_I. 
J'' ,) JDIINST()N •14 
'~ l JOINES 47 
::M JONES 44,47 
J'/ 
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K 1 Hl{LANLi , -~r,. 
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TA'fLOH3 "1. 34, 3::i, 42 
TERRY 45 
THOMPSON -3'.,, 4~:i, 46 
THORNSBERRY 47 
T H''I UN 't~5 
TODD J'J 



























WOOD '.5~), 45 
WOOLCOIT 13 
WH/'1'{ 4'.5 
'{EI\ f<i, l N 4 _1 
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BOOKS FOi~ 5ALE: 
MUHL. r~O. C lRClJ IT t:IJllRT I H,[i°Ef'<:C; BUQI( J :~UFTBUUND $14. 50 
<180:l 1807) 11 AP [1 no u N r, s 1 ':l • '.'::,o 
W l LL /\BSTR/\CT:~; OF MUHL. r'.t 1., l(Y ( l 7c1•i 1 g ll l :;1 lFTP.11UN[1 $ l ':). 51,,) 
1f350 HU!IL.. r:1 .1 • . KY CEN:;;u:.:: 
1BC0 MUHL. ,_;o . . l'~Y r'.ENSU:3 
1870 MUii! .• I_ , () ~ . KY CEN::=;u:, 
1880 MUHL. Cf.I . KY '~EN:-_;u:3 
J.880 Mlllll .. 1,;1 I. , ICi r:£::N'.';U::., 
MUHi~- ( __ '.!). COUIH O!H,Elc ['.Ui 11< 
MUIIL. CCI. ,::HJHT DRUE!< P,()Ui( 
MU!ll.. Cl). I '.l_tlJHT 1H<LJF!, BOOK 
Mllfli. ! •1'1 , ·uu1n 1 l!Hlf:1: l'-i )f I\( 
MUHL. r:u _. CEM ETEI< I E5 VUL. 1 
MUllL. I'.() . •-.TMFTER 1 E:0_; VI)!,. ' 
MUHL. I~ fl • 1.:l: METE!< IE::, VUL. ) 
·' 
M.lllll. c,,. 1 "FMFTFR J F:=, V1_1!,. 4 
1 ( l : ' ~ . lbl)4) 
1 ( l .,,,)~'l 1BD4) 
2 ( 1004 1/31~:J) 
( l.<\114 l ,i_~ 1 ,:~, ) 
(BY Mi\ld /\M (_;. 
<!JY Ml\f-<I AM G .. 
<BY M/\l?lAM G. 
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M/\NY OF THE ITEMS OF GENE/\LOGIC/1.L INTEHEST HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN "Tiff 
HERITAGE" SINCE IT W/\S STARTED IN 1978. 
THE ITEMS: 
HISTORIES OF ~30ME OF THE EARLY CHURCHES 
BIRTH RECORDS 1906 1910 
DEATH RECORDS FROM MANY DIFFERENT SOURCES 
BELOW IS /1.N EXAMPLE Of SOME i)F 
COURT ORDER ABSTRACTS 1804 · 184~:', BY MARIAM l;. lt/\.MMFR::-; 
1799 MUHL CO., KY TAX LIST 
WILLS OF MANY OF OUR EARLY CO. RESIDENTS 
BIBLE RECORDS UF OUR EARLY CO. RESIDENTS 
CENSUS RECORDS OF MUHL. CU. 18 lf)· 1 n•H:) 
PENSION ABSTf~ACTS OF I?EVULllTIONAl~Y WAf.' SUl.[1IF'f~S. 
THI:3 LI:,;T r'.OULU G() UN AN[i UN. BUT L Tll.fNK 1 1,vlU '"'.Tiif' !ffl,!- 1 il' Li 
JW3T TUil '1/\NY lNTERESTlNC, ITEM'.: PlJ[~LT'.iHED IN THl:i Wlif1FT1:i./i y_ 
f'U BL l <:::I\ Tl ON:, f\ Y SOME UF UU l, r:f MP-l i·. 
(OPDEH FfWM f'El<50N Ll:-;TE[• BEl UW) 
KY. MEDICAL SU!~IWG/\TE FURM, LlVTNL WILL FORM, I\NL, UlillcF !-'fU\'ili) F,il<M:. 
COMr'LFTE A LIVING WILL /\CCEPTEL! BY THE ~~TATE 1:JF l(l,'.Nl'!iO:F'{ · ·l \ '1H1:; ti, 
l\LL ., • ,'\L~5U INCLUDE5 SAMPLE FOHM5 AND I N;:iT!WCT l UN:,. 
PACKAGE PRICE INCLUDES :·,s.11: s.z1;).l:K) 
"wFLL, HOW Ul! THEY DD IT:"'!\ GENEALOGJC/\L 'HUW Tr1· l\i_ll!!{l.l·'.i 
l,ENEAUIGIST 
: HIJLE PUNCllEl, FUR l RINC NOTEROCil< USE l. 
13RENDA COLLI ER U05S 230 C 1 RCLE DH IVE, Gf<EENV I LLF. t(Y •L' ?•;'::, 
ADMINISTRATORS & GUARDIAN SETTLEMENTS 1834-1900 SOFTBOUND S~ .. '5 
MUHL. CO., KY 1900 CENSUS CLASPBOUND :$J7. OP 
MUHL. CO., KY RECORDS 1799-1840 CLASPBOUND ~14.0U 
MUHL. CO., KY RESEARCH 1988 1990 CLASPBOUND ~12.00 
PAUL CAMPLIN P. O. BOX 303, GREENVILLE, KY 42345 
'A NEW HISTORY OF MUHLENBERG COUNTY' HARDBOUND $28. 910 
lMR. CAMPLIN'S PRICE INCLUDES S&H> 
THIS "BOOK 1~::; A STRONGLY RECOMMENDED SOUl~CE OF MUHL.. 1 :1 J.. KY. 111 ;";TOf<Y." 
- IF YOU ARE A MEMBER, AND HAVE A BOOK TO SELL, WE WILL LI::,T YOU ON ONE 
PUBLICATIONS LIST PER YEAR FREE. GET THIS INFO INTO TIIE EDITOR 
NOW SO WE MAY GET YOU LISTED IN THE NEXT ISSUE. 
MUHLENBERG COUNTY GENEALJG:CAL s~:=~~~ 
"THE HERITAGE" 
C/0 HARBIN MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
117 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
GREENVILLE KY 4:345 
~ 
(._ , 
